Introduction
proposed a statistical neural network model given as
where y is the dependent variable,
1, , , I X x x x = ≡ … is a vector of independent variables, w = (α, β, γ) is the network weight: α is the weight of the input unit, β is the weight of the hidden unit, and γ is the weight of the output unit, and u i is the stochastic term that is normally distributed (that is, u i ~ N( 0, σ 2 I n )). Basically, f (X, w) is the artificial neural network function, expressed as X,w X
and thus, the form of the statistical neural network model proposed is 1 2 1 0 0
… is a vector of independent variables, w = (α, β, γ) is the network weight: α is the weight of the input unit, β is the weight of the hidden unit, and γ is the weight of the output unit, u i and u j are the stochastic terms that are normally distributed (that is, u i , u j ~ N( 0, σ 2 I n )) and g 1 (.) and g 2 (.) are the transfer functions. The distributional properties of the heterogeneous model arising from the convolution of SATLINS and TANH is investigated here. Let g 1 (.) = Symmetric Saturated Linear function (SATLINS), defined as
tanh . 
For n < −1, f 1 (n) = −1, which implies also that f 1 (n − m) = −1. 
(ii)
Using integration by part, and noting that 
Distributional Properties of the SATLINS_TANH SNN Model
Next it is shown that the derived transfer functions are probability density functions. By definition, the probability density
From the derived transfer function in (11), 
log 1 log log r r n n n n e e e e n dn n n e e dn n dn e e e e 
Hence, the mean of derived transfer function in is 
Similarly, log 1 log log r r n n n n e e e e n dn n n e e dn n dn e e e e 
Thus, 
